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and its responsible attendant—engaged in the distribution by road
of the Factory product. Long and lonely are the journeys which
have to be undertaken in this connection; many and varied and
troublesome are the difficulties which have to be met by the man
in charge. He is avoided by his fellows when his load is identified.
He must be resourceful in description and bland of speech, when
asked by suspicious owners of hostclrics as to the nature of the
load he is escorting, and must, by the magic of easy phrase, change
dynamite to grand pianos or hog lard, as he may think fit. Other-
wise, the kindly stars or the driving blizzard, and the shelterless
night may be his portion, for the man with the cartload of dynamite
is the Ishmael of the King's Highway.
With these fleeting glimpses of the very early days of the
organisation still in mind, it is interesting to note how speedily
the spirit of self-dependence manifested itself at the young Factory.
By 1875, water had been led in, and a gas-work had been completed
at the Factory, which had already grown considerably.
Shortly after that, when pride of place as a blasting agent had
been secured by dynamite, and the position of guncotton had not
been quite determined, the first nitro-cotton was made at the
Ardeer Factory. Nobel had discovered blasting gelatine, but it
had not been made in Britain. The Ardeer Factory's interest in
nitro-cotton was ahead of its equipment then, for the machine used
in squeezing the water and acid from the stuff was a common
domestic wringer. In 1877, the first blasting gelatine made in
this country was made at Ardeer. This was an experimental lot.
Mr. Kater, the last of the high-explosives chemists of that day
now with us, recalls that methylated spirit was used to make the
cotton more soluble. The blasting gelatine was too thin for
cartridges, but good use of it was made in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the Factory; it was given to Messrs, Merry & Cunninghame
to blow out one of the " salamanders "—furnace bottoms—at the
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